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Abstract
This thesis will show and compare two methods for solving infinite polynomials: Leonhard
Euler’s and Issac Newton’s. It will show the path Euler took, which made him famous.

Also, it will show Newton’s method; both methods will be applied to several polynomials.
Furthermore, it will compare the ease of Newton’s method to the challenging path of

Euler’s success.
Leonhard Euler (1707-83 ), during his formative years as a mathematician, be
came fixated with alternating series. He worked on several different series to determine if
they diverged or converged, and what they converged to. Some of his most famous work

was in the area of infinite polynomials. He claimed "what holds for a finite polynomial
holds for an infinite polynomial.: (infinite series of surprises). Using this claim, Euler was
able to achieve solving for an infinite polynomial, which his predecessors, including Issac

Newton, had not been able to do. This finding by Euler projected him into mathematical
fame and prominence.
This thesis will focus on Euler’s famous method for solving the infinite polyno
mial. It will show how he manipulated the sine function to find all possible points along
the sine function such that the sine A would equal to y; these would be the roots of
the polynomial. It also shows how Euler set the infinite polynomial equal to the infinite
product allowing him to determine which coefficients were equal to which reciprocals of
the roots, roots squared, roots cubed, etc. This method was repeated to find the third
coefficient, thus showing the difficulty in the mathematical computation using Euler’s

method.

Issac Newton (1642-1727), Euler’s predecessor, discovered a method for solving
infinite polynomials. His method involved using two of his famous identities. Newton’s
path was much simpler when solving any polynomial than Euler’s.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Leonhard Euler is considered one of the most productive mathematicians of the
18th century and certainly one of the most renowned of all time. "He pioneered much of

the mathematical notation that continues to be in use today. His ideas are responsible for
many great advances in the field" [AF'Dnd], Euler was born in Basel, Switzerland on April
15,1707 and died in St. Petersburg, Russia on September 18, 1783 at age 76. His primary

fields of expertise were mathematics and physics. Euler was the eldest of six children. His
father had studied mathematics under Jacob Bernoulli, a prominent Swiss mathematician

of that time, and wished Leonhard to do likewise. However, Leonhard’s father, Paul, a
Protestant priest, wanted Leonhard to follow in his profession. Therefore, Euler followed

his father’s wishes and studied theology along with taking lessons under the tutelage of
Johann Bernoulli, the younger brother. During this period, Leonhard demonstrated a
brilliant mind, receiving a master’s degree from Basel University at age sixteen. The

Bernoulli’s suggested that Leonhard study mathematics instead of the ministry.

In 1727, the Bernoulli’s were influential in obtaining Leonhard a position at the

St Petersburg Academy of Sciences where he eventually became professor of mathemat
ics. It was here, and in 1733 that he met and married Katharina Gsell with whom he
had thirteen children. He was so focused and single minded regarding his work that the

oftentimes bedlam of his household, with small children playing under his feet, did not

interrupt his train of thought. Only five of his children lived to adulthood, and their
descendants became influential, themselves, in 19th century Russia. In 1735, after re

peatedly staring directly into the sun, while studying problems in astronomy, Euler went
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blind in his right eye [Gek07].

In 1741, he left Russia, mainly because of political strife, and went to Germany
becoming director of the mathematical class at the Prussian Academy of Sciences in
Berlin. He worked long and hard during his tenure, but his health suffered as a result.

He worked on his ideas on the calculus of variations. "In 1748 Euler published the
first of three volumes of calculus analysis, entitled Introduction to Analysis of the
Infinite. All modern treatments of exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions
are derived from Euler’s publication" [Kat98]. He was not favored by the king, which

only added to his problems. In 1766, he returned to St. Petersburg where he spent the

remainder of his life. By this time, Euler was almost fully blind; a cataract had formed

on his left eye. Surgery was able to restore part of his vision, but complications caused a

setback. Aside from his blindness, his general health was always good. However, because
of his extraordinary memory, he was able to continue his work. "Nearly half of his 886
books and manuscripts were created during this period" [Eul99]. The following quote is
attributed to Euler: "For since that fabric of the universe is most perfect and the work
of a most wise Creator, nothing at all takes place in the universe in which some rule of

maximum or minimum does not appear " [Eull2], [Gek07].
Euler was a devout Christian who often opposed the intellectuals of his period
who were atheists. He was a man who led a full and productive existence. During his life,

Euler won numerous prizes which brought him substantial monetary profits especially
during his latter years. He was not envious of other mathematicians; he delighted in

complimenting others for their mathematical achievements; he was secure within himself
of his own accomplishment in the field of mathematics.

Leonhard Euler worked on anything that had mathematical influence. It has
been estimated that the entirety of his works would fill sixty to eighty volumes. He was
married twice; his first wife, Katharina, died after forty years of marriage, and his second
wife was the half-sister to his first wife. He died of a heart attack while playing with his

grandson. Having come from a relatively common background, Leonhard Euler left his
mark of mathematical genius that will last throughout the ages [Gek07], [Mwnd].

Euler’s predecessor, Issac Newton, found a common method to express sums

of powers of roots of finite polynomials as an expression of its coefficients. Although
the process Euler used worked, it became extremely difficult with higher powers, when

3
summing of the roots occurred. During Euler’s productive years, he claimed: "What
holds for a finite polynomial holds for an infinite polynomial" [SanOl], This was the time
Euler’s work began involving finite polynomials, consequently overlapping Newton’s.
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Chapter 2

Alternating Series
In this chap er we will dicuss Euler’s work with alternating series. We will show

his methods used to manipulate a series to determine if they would converge or diverge.
Around 1734/35 Euler started with the alternating series [Kli 83], [Dun83]:

y — sins; = x — rr3/3! 4-n?5/5! — ....

(El)

In an attempt to try to evaluate one of the major sticking points of Sir Issac

Newton’s era. At this time, Euler was fixated on determining convergent and divergent
series. One of the well known series which brought him fame and eluded some famous
mathematicians before him, including Sir Issac Newton, was the illustrious and incom

prehensible alternating series below:
1~1+1_1+1_X i
x

3r5

7^9
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In a successful endeavor to determine if the series actually converges or diverges,
Euler attemptedto use the already known series in El to find the answer. He divided this
series through by y, then rearranged it to get the following [kli83], [Dun83].

2.1

The Finite Polynomial
1 — xjy 4- x3/3\y — x^/5\y 4- ... = 0.

(E2)

Next, Euler decided to treat the left-hand side of this infinite series in E2 as a
finite polynomial. He then knew that the roots of a finite polynomial could be represented
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as A, B,C,.... Since the constant term of this polynomial was set equal to one, using
algebra, Euler was able to set the infinite series equal to the infinite product as shown

below.

2.2

The Infinite Product

1 - xfy + xz)3\y - x*
/5\y

4- ... = (1 - J)(l - f )(1 - §)...

(E3)

where A, B, C,..., represent the roots of the infinite polynomial. In order to find
these roots, Euler needed to find a value for x, such that sin a; would equal to y as is

in equation (El). Looking at series (E2), Euler could find multiple values for x such

that sin a; = 1. These would become the roots of the infinite polynomial. Letting A =
would be the first or smallest positive solution/root of the polynomial, and all the other

different roots

(7,... would be nm — A for all odd integers n and wr 4- A for all even

integers n. In reality, the value A is a representation of all possible points along the sine

function such that the sin A would equal to y. To help us visualize this pattern, we should

look at the roots for (E2) knowing that when A =

then sin f = 1, when B = 4^ then

sin^ = 1, and when C = 4^ then sin^ = 1. Continuing the pattern for sin a: = 1,
should be comprehensible as to say these roots are, A, ?r - A, 27T 4- A, 3?r — A,—7r —
A, —27f 4- A, —3% — A,... and so on, with our initial value A = J.
Euler decided to view the infinite polynomial in (E3) as being a special case of
the following.

2.3

The General Case

tzo 4-

4-

+ a&z3 4-

~ oo(l — /t)(l ~ ■§)(! ”

(E4)

He assumed that all infinite polynomials were equal to their infinite product.
Therefore the coefficients ai,<12,03,... of this polynomial on the left hand side could be

set equal to the comparable powers of the roots of the infinite product on the right-hand

side. Expanding this infinite product out a few terms would help us see the progression
of terms to construct and build an equation from. Multiplying the first three products

of the right-hand side of (E4) above gives the following [kli83], [Dun83]:

6

Setting the term on the left-hand of (E4) side equal to the comparable term on
the right-hand side, Euler noticed he could state that ay = ao(—7 ~

~J~

He

had surmised the equation for finding the ay coefficient of the polynomial [Dun83], that

being:

i + u + -)•

(E6)
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Chapter 3

Leonhard Euler’s Solutions
In equation (E6), ai represented the coefficient of the x term on the left-hand

side of the finite polynomial. Euler knew he could set tziequal to the same given degree
terms of the infinite product multiplied out on the right-hand side of (E4) which is
shown expanded below in equation (E5). Doing this, he obtained the roots of the x-

terms on the right-hand side, allowing Euler to construct equation (E6). He knew the

sum of the terms in the parentheses of (E6) were reciprocals of the roots of the infinite

polynomial. This allowed Euler to use the calculated roots from above, which were,
A,7f — A, 2tv+A, 37t—A,..., — tv — A, —2tv+A, — 37T — A,.. to figure out the needed coefficient
ai in equation (E6). Substituting these roots into (E6) manipulated the equation into

what we’ll call equation (E7) below [kli83], [Dun83].
3.1

Solving for the Coefficient a±
A
+ _—1_
+
A
A
tt

1 _ +___
I_____
I_____
I___ =1
7t+A
2 —A
3 +A
*
"

2tt+A

tt

tt

y

V(E71
0'/

In equation (E7), actually ai = — J. This is because if we divide both sides of
equation (E6) by —ao we get

and this represents the right-hand side of (E7) above.

This would be the a?-co efficient of equation (E3) as it should be. Now that Euler had

finalized an equation, which found the fli term of an finite polynomial, he could finally

test it by substituting in the root. To do this we need to look back at the series (El) and

what it was manipulated to be, that being, equation (E2). Euler let y = 1, which meant

sin a; had to also equal one. The first root which allowed this to happen was when A =

8
Plugging

into equation (E6) then gave the following [kli83], [Dun83]:

fl
_l i x
\ 2L "T "7T 'T'
2

2

5

1 _i_ 1 —i_
5?r "T tt "T"
2

2

_

1 l
9ir "T"
2

91tt • ■ ■

3tt

3ir

7tt

7tt

2222

2

Hit

2

TI7F •"')

_ 1

2

Next, Euler simplified the equation to:
M 1 _4_ _t_ X
X ~ 5;r '
tt

9

' ’*•

____ 4____ 4______ 4______ '1 — 1
37T
tt
117T

7

Then he factored out what’s in common and put the remaining terms in a

converging sequence:
tA1

3^5

—a.

7^9

Multiplying both sides by J showed:
1

3.2

3 ~ 5

7

1

•-•

4-

Euler’s Challenges
A good question to ask is, Why didn’t any of Euler’s predecessors working on

infinite series before him, figure this out? Why didn’t Issac Newton, Gottfried Leibniz,
Brook Taylor, John Wallis or Colin Maclaurin or others come up with this method for
finding the roots of infinite polynomials? The reason behind Euler’s success was his ascer

tained claim that, "What holds for a finite polynomial holds for an infinite polynomial"
[SanOl]. Claiming this meant he could write the infinite series in E2 as a infinite polyno

mial, and it could be set equal to an infinite product. This claim allowed him to come to
the solution above for a^. At this time in history, not many prominent mathematicians

accepted Euler’s claim; no one anticipated a value of

This was an irrational number;

7r was associated with the circumference of a circle. For this to materialize in the formula
for the sum was, at the time, reasonably contestable.

Euler continued with the same technique to determine the outcome for 0,% also.
Could he come up with a comparable manner to solve for the coefficient a2? Euler looked

back at the infinite product in equation (E5). He wanted to set the right-hand side of
it equal to the second-degree term of the finite polynomial on the left-hand side. Euler

knew he could match up the second-degree terms with the

coefficient. That is when
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Euler realized that a2 =

+... = 52 7^7“- He could manipulate the a2 term

+ 777 +

i<j

here to have a pattern similar to (E7). Euler examined his discovery, and the discovery
of the ai coefficient in (E6) and squared both sides forming the new equation below:

ai — [-ao(^ +

+ ...)]2-

(E8)

Squaring the right-hand side of (E8) and rearranging the terms would give:
(ao)2[^r + ^ + ^ + - + ^ + sx + ^ + ^4 + ^u + ^ + ■••] = (ao)2[^ +
n

+&+

n

(°h)2 = ao(52 (777 + 2 52
z=l
i<j

... + 252 T^l- So’ (E8) could be rewritten
i<j

which

n

n

implies (ai)2 = 52 (TH7 + ^‘°‘2' s^nce 2 52 T^TJ = 2fl2- Eu^er then rearranged these final
i=l
i<j
n

terms to get: (ai)2 — 2a2 = 52

He ^en applied this work to equation (E2) and

2=1

the following equation below [kli83], [Dun83].

3.3

Solving for the Coefficient <z2

(ai)2 - 2a2 - £ + ^5^ + ... +

+

+ (2^)
*
+

“F
*

(E9)

Why did Euler set the equation in (E9) equal to p? Well, (ai)2 — 2a2 =

If

we review equation (E2), we see that ay — —±, and a2 — 0. Therefore (—~)2 — 2(0) =

Euler did it again. He finalized an equation which found the a2 term of a finite polynomial
and it looked simular to (E7). He could again find the coefficient by plugging in the roots.

Looking back at the series (El) and what it was manipulated to be, equation (E2), Euler
let y = 1, which meant sin a; had to also equal one. The first root which allowed this to
occur again would be the same, A=

Substituting J into equation (E9) gave:

Next was squaring the denominator which gave:
1
4

1

1
4

1

1

* 25tt^
4

1
"T"

1

25tt^
4

1

1
■ 9^2
4

1

1

I

9^2
4

1

1

"T~ 49,,:
4

+ ... = 1
4

Euler then simplified the equation as well as added some continuing terms to
get:
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Then he factored out what is in common and put the remaining terms in a

converging sequence giving [kli83], [Dun83]:

Multiplying both sides by

3.4

2

showed that:

Euler’s Problem Resolution

Here was another solution Euler had found for the sums of the reciprocals
squared that his famous mathematical predicessors were stuck on. Now that he had

found the convergence of the sum of the squares of the reciprocals of the roots of the
polynomial, he noticed a pattern. First, finding the sum of the reciprocals of this poly

nomial had the pattern of summing one over the roots to determine convergence. Next,
finding the sum of the squares of the reciprocals of the roots had the pattern of summing

one over the squares of the roots to determine convergence. Was Euler foreseeing the
same pattern also for summing one over the cubes of the roots? If so, this pattern would

likely indefinitely continue for all possible roots of this given polynomial. This was the
next step in the succession of determining a convergence or divergence of this series.

Euler obviously knew what the

oq

term was for the polynomial p(x) = ao 4-

aiic1 + a2X2 + a^x3 4-... + anxn and now he had found a way to calculate the ax and a>2
terms also. Next he needed to calculate another term, the

term, to see if a pattern

would emerge similar to that of equation (E7). Since he was working with a polynomial

in (E3) that dealt with only the odd terms, Euler needed to look at the complete infinite

polynomial containing both even and odd terms to see what would occur with <12- This
infinite polynomial is shown as:

a0 + axx 4- a2x2 4- a3a;3 4- ...anxn = a0(l - ^-)(1 - ^)(1 -

- ^).

(E10)

Now looking at equation (E10), Euler needed to use some previous mathematical
calculations from equations (E6) and (E8) to verify this theory for the higher powers
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of reciprocals, in particular, one over the cubes of the roots. He knew

clq

= 1, ai =

n

-ao[£ + i + - + £1 411,1 that °i = (“i)2 = 12 (?77 + 2°22=1

Knowing the following about the coefficients, Euler then cubed the a\ term
getting:

(ai)3 = ai.(ai)2 = -ao[^ + ^ + - + —] .(a0)2

+ ^ + - + ^ + 2J2
i<j

Now multiplying it out gave:
(ai)3 = (-a0)3[^ + ^ + - + ^- + 312sij + 6 12 SSjsd
i<j<k

i<j

3.5

Solving for the Complexity of the Coefficient a$
Here is where Euler saw the sum of the cubes. What was needed now was to

solve for them and find the given summations. He isolated the sum of the cubes getting:

(—ttl)3 — 3 'S~' —
—— 6 \
aiaj

v

i

aiatjOtk

— -Aj- -|-

a2

4“ ... 4~ "°n
tt, since

qq

= 0.

i<j<k

i<j

The next step was to find the summations of this equation and this had to be

completed by looking at the infinite polynomial. The first summation was

^o7- This

needed to be expanded and manipulated. Euler knew the expanded sum represented
specific powers of terms of the infinite product on the right hand side. These specific

powers were related to the coefficients of the same powers of the infinite polynomial, the

left hand side. Euler’s task now was to manipulate the summation so he could set it
equal to the given coefficients of the infinite polynomial. The manipulation of the first

summation Z>—z —
was tricky.
The summation expanded was:
aiag
J
i<j

JZz^7 =
.

J____ 1
LM7

.

J-------1
DB7

+ A^7"1"

B^^BS7"^

CT? +

+

+

j

_|____ 1
BC7

-L.
•••’

Seeing the first expanded summation written out, Euler did something unusual

[Dun83]. He added the one missing term to each different changing sum within the sum

mation itself, and then subtracted each one out, being careful not to alter the original
summation itself. This gave Euler no missing terms within the summation, and by sub
tracting the one term that was added in throughout, gave the difference of cubes. This

was a cumbersome process that wasn’t guaranteed to lead anywhere, but it had to be

tried. So, the summation above was manipulated to look like the following:
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22 w? “ (aT7 + ZF7 + AU7 + "■

aA7) + (fiX7 + W7 + zb? + ■"
bE
*) +
i<3
(cA7 + CX7 + CX7 + ■■• ” CU7) + •" + (k^7 + 7D77 “*■ •* + R^7 “ B^7)Now, when factoring out the common terms and the terms that Euler added in,

the summation was manipulated into the following:

22^ " J^T7 + i7 + U7 + -) + i(77 + i7 + u7 + •••) + u(x7 + S7 + u7 +

Kj
-) + ••• “ (^5 + £3- + U7 + -)•
Factoring out the same common sum above, Euler was able to still manipulate
the summation into:

d + i + U + -)(t7 + ^ + ^ + •••) _

+ ps +

+ ■••)•

i<3

Euler had manipulated the first sum into something he could work with. The
product of the first two here were found earlier. The equation for finding the ai coefficient
was ai = — ao(jj + 77 + p + •••)> anc^ ^he equation for finding the az coefficient was
n
(ai)2-2a2 = E
Figuring this out, Euler now was able to state the first summation:

22

= (“aiXai ” a2) -

+ ^3- +

i<j

Euler had one more summation that needed to be manipulated. This was

aia-ak' I* had t° be expanded also, while setting the specific powers related to

6
i<j<k

the coefficients of the same powers of the infinite polynomial on the left-hand side. Thus,
Euler needed to look at the expanded sum to see the relationship. He expanded the sum
and arrived at:

V

z_>

1

-

OiOj-ttfe — ABC

4- —L- +
ABD

1
ABE

_1
ABF

_1_

J_
"•

1
ACD

_L

1

_L

1

.

I

ACF

ACE

1 _ I
AGG

i<j<k

I

•"

1
_L
1
ADE
ADF

1
ADJ

_l_

1
ADH

_L
’

Looking back at the infinite polynomial ao + a± + a2X2 + a$x3 + ...anxn
(1 — -J)(l — §)(1 ~ §)—(1 ~ ^)> Euler knew the infinite product on the right-hand side

had what his last sum was equal to. This sum dealt with the a?3 terms, but with a small
manipulation. If the infinite product on the right-hand side was expanded, the x3 terms

would look like:
1_________ i_________ 1_________ 1_____ 1_________ 1_________ 1_________ i_______ 1_________ 1
ABC

1__________ 1
ADG

ABD

ABE

ABF

ACD

ACE

ACF

ACG

—

ADE

ADF

_

ADH

Now, factoring out the negative, matched the summation he needed. The neg
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ative coefficient of the x3 term(—af) of the infinite polynomial was what this summation

would be equal to:

?-aiajQk

y
Z—/

1

__

i

1

t

“ ABC

ABD

1

i

ABE

i

1

ABF

i
1
i
i
— T ACD T ACE

i

1

i

1

ACF *** ACG

i

i<j<k

a3‘

? + ADH + — —

1
_-I____ [_____ 1____ |_____i

With both summations found, Euler was able to rewrite the sum the cubes:
(' —ai)3 ~ 3 z_
V'
12 — 6
-< aiOj

Z_^

—
-— =
otiajak

+ ... +

a-'

Qn

aS)’

i<j<k

i<j

(—ai)3 — 3(—ai)(aj — 2a2) —
+ ^ + ^ + •••) — 6(“fl3) = 77 +
He then rearranged the equation to see what the sum of the cubes were equal to:
a3 — 3aiG2 — 3(—(Z3) =

+ ....

Going back to y = sin a;, the task was to replace the first root of the sum of
the cubes by the smallest root that would allow A = sin

= 1 and all proceeding roots

IfC, ...by ±tt multiples of the sine function which would also equal one. Examples of

these multiples are: A,f — A,2r + A, 37t — A,..., —f — A, —2tv + A, —37r — A,....
Euler now replaced the sum of the cubes by these roots, knowing what the sum
of cubes was equal to [kli83], [Dun83]:

7F +
+ (27r+Ayr+ - +
+ W+AJ + FFA) + - = a?-3aia2-3(-a3)
The summation now needed to be simplified. Euler did just that and obtained
several steps in the simplification process. Also, since a2 = 0 in the Tayor series for sin a:,

Euler’s infinite polynomial, the second term -3aia2 on the R.H.S. went to zero leaving:
IfF +

(tt-D3

— (47r2ij3 ~

+ (27r+f)3 + (37T-f)^ + (47r+f)3 + ■" ”

(tt+D3

“ (27r-|P - (37T+f)3

— a3 — 3(—0,3).

Next, Euler simplified and cubed the denominator, then knowing ai = -, a3 =

and y = 1 he continued to simplify getting:
g
8

1331tt3

_

g

g
+ 125?^

8
8
125pS + 729^

8
8
8
8
8
729^ + — _ 27F ~ 27^” 343^“ 343^“

8

1331tt3 “

_ 1

"• 2*
He now combined the like terms getting:
16 □_

16 _

■

16

|

_

16

_

16

_

16

_

_ 1

125tf3 7297T3 "** —
27?^
343^3
13317T3
2'
Euler then factored out what was common within the summation getting:
U

16 ( I _l_ 1 JL
’ 125

1 _1_
_ A_______ 1________ 1_____ \ _ 1
729 ■*" •"
27
343
1331
~ 2‘
3

Next, he multiplied both sides by yg, and put the terms of the summation in a

converging order getting:

14
i^lxj
__ L
+ J_____
—+
1
27
125
343
729
1331 ~

=2^.1
16
2

Euler finally realized the summation of the cubes converged and that it con

verged to the following:
1_l + d_______ k-L-l________ ]^_1_

=ld

Furthermore, if we manipulated the above equation, we could also say the cubes
converged to the following [Dun83]:
1
1 4- 1
1 _1_ 1
1 _L
— 7T3
i“3^+53r”7^ + 9^~lF + --32-

Again! Euler found another solution for the alternating sums of the reciprocals
of the odd positive integers cubed, yet another solution that his famous mathematical

predecessors were not able to find a solution to. Pretty clearly, this technique could
continue, but is increasingly much more difficult to compute as we try finding coefficients

beyond a3.
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Chapter 4

Issac Newton’s Influence
This is where Newton’s material on infinte polynomials comes into play.

In fact, finding the coefficient for 0.4 and beyond, would be extremely problematical.
Euler’s predecessor and a distinguished mathematician, Sir Isaac Newton, revealed his

own method for solving infinite polynomials. He is thought to be one of the greatest
scientists ever to have lived.
Issac Newton was born December 25, 1642 in Lincolnshire, England, and

he died March 20, 1727 in Kensington, England at 84 years of age. He was a physicist,

mathematician, astronomer, philosopher, alchemist, and a theologian.

His most famous work, the Principia, is “considered to be one of the most
important scientific books ever written laying the foundations in which he describes uni
versal gravitations and the three laws of motion” [BurOl]. Legend, it seems, is that

Newton saw an apple fall while in his Lincolnshire garden and then contended that grav
ity causes an object to fall constantly to the earth’s center. Eventually he “guessed”
that this force was responsible for other “orbital motions” and subsequently named it

“universal gravitation” [Hamll], [Fowl2],
Around 1661, Issac attended Trinity College. Here he worked while study

ing. He was considered a “sizar” or servant to other students. In 1664 the university
closed down as the Great Plague was breaking out across Europe. Newton returned

home where he focused on physics and mathematics. It is claimed that “in less than

two years, he began revolutionary advances in mathematics, optic, physics, and astron

omy” [OROO]. In 1667 the university reopened, and Newton “put himself forward for a
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candidate for a fellowship.” Throughout his academic years, his scientific achievements
continued. His later began writing religious tracts “dealing with the literal interpretation

of the Bible.” He became a member of the Parliament of England; he moved to London

to become warden of the Royal Mint which provided additional wealth to his estate. In
1705, Queen Anne knighted Newton-Sir Issac Newton. By this time, Newton had become

a rich man. He is buried in Westminster Abbey. It is claimed that Newton’s work “has
distinctly advanced every branch of mathematics then studied” [Rou08].

4.1

Newton’s First Identity
Newton established a “general scheme for expressing sums of powers of roots

for a polynomial in terms of its coefficients” [Kli83], [kal09]. This material is a precursor

to Euler’s work. Newton discovered a universal method to allow a mathematician to relate

the sums of powers of roots of any given polynomial in terms of the coefficients. This would
apply to any polynomial no matter what the power was and eventually bacame known as

Newton’s Identities. Looking at a polynomial, say p(x) = anxn + an_ia;n-14- an-2Xn~2 +
k
... + aia;1 + oq, we could use Newton’s first identity to show that
an-jSk-j = 0 when
j=o
k > n. This is where
represents the sums of the roots to the kth power and where
n is represents the degree of the polynomial. Using the restrictions on this identity, we
will show an example of a degree three polynomial p(x) = x3 — 2x2 — 5x 4- 6, verifying
n
that indeed ^^an-jSk-j = 0 for k > n. If we look at the polynomial p(x)z we know
J=o
that it is a cubic polynomial, therefore n = 3 and k > n represent the powers of the
n
roots. If we let k = 3, then knowing n = 3, gives the summation: E an—jSk—j —

n

4- a2S2 4- aisi 4- aoso = 0- Setting the leading coefficient an = l gives the summation:

an_jSk_j = S3 + a,2S2 4- ai^i 4- aoso = 0- To prove Newton’s summation actually
j=o
equals zero, we will expand the s#a as a symmetric function of r's. This means that
the summation S3 4- a2S2 4- aiSi 4- ao^o can be rewritten as the following summation:

(r? + r|4-rf)4-a2(ri 4-r^4“r|)4-ai(r[4-r2 + r3) + ao(ri+r§4-7i). Since a2 = -2,ai =
—5,00 = 6 and the roots of p(x) are ri — l,r2 — — 2,T3 = 3, we can now verify the
summation actualy equals to zero. Replacing all known variables gives [kal09]:
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(l3 + (—2)3 + (3)3) - 2(12 + (—2)2 + 32) - 5(1 - 2 + 3) + 6(1° + (-2)° 4- 3°)
= (1 - 8 4- 27) - 2(1 - 4 + 9) - 5(1 - 2 + 3) 4- 6(1 4-1 4-1)
= 20 — 28 — 10 + 18

= 0.

n

~ 0 for k > n when k = 3 and n = 3 for

Thus, this verifies that
j=o

this polynomial.
Newton’s identity will work given any value k such that k > n. A another

example is using the same p(x)‘, let us verify this is true when k = 5. Knowing n = 3,
n

then the summation would be: y^ Qn-jSk-j — a3Ss + a2S4 + aiS3 + aoS2 = 0, rewriting the
j=o
summation so that the leading coefficient <73 = 1 gives S5 + 0-234 + 0133 + ao^2- Expanding
the Stfs as a symmetric function of r's allows us to rewrite it as (rf + r® + rf) + 0-2 (rf +

r2 + r3) + ai(ri + r2 + ri) + ao(^i + r2 + ^3)’ All that is left is to plug in all known roots
and coefficients to verify the summation equals zero [kal09]:
(l5 + (-2)5 + 35) - 2(14 + (-2)4 4- 34) - 5(13 + (_2)3 + 33) + 6(12 + (-2)2 4- 32)
= (1 - 32 4- 243) - 2(1 +16 + 81) - 5(1 - 8 + 27) + 6(1 + 4 + 9)

= (212) - 2(98) - 5(20) + 6(14)
= 212 - 196 - 100 + 84
= 0.

n

Once more, this verifies that

= 0 for k > n;this time k = 5 and
7=0

n = 3. Continuing for other values of k > 3 for p(x) would prove true as well [Kal09].

Looking at another case that requires a great deal more calculation, possibly
leading to a proof of the general case could be where n = 6,k = 8. For notational
simplicity, we will let the leading coefficient an = 1, when using Newton’s identities.

Therefore, all polynomials need to be prearranged such that they are monic. When
n

n = 6, k = 8, then the summation gives y^ an-jSk-j — s& + a^s^ + a4S6 + CL3S5 +
7=0
<Z2S4 4- CI1S3 4= 0- To prove the summation equals zero we need to expand the
Skts as a symmetric function of r's which represent the roots. Then the summation

S8 + CI5S7 + fl4S6 + fl3$5 + G2S4 + ai$3 + q,qS2 can be written as: (r? +

+ r| + ... + r3) +

«5(ri+r^ + rJ + ... + r^)+<z4(rf+ r| + rf+ ...r®) + a3(rf+ r^ + r| + ...r^) + a2(rf+ r^ +
r2 + r3 + ••• + rn) + “0^1 + ^2 + r3 + - + rn)Distributing the coefficients, we can rearrange the finite summations into de

?3 + - + rn) + «l(rl +
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scending order to generate the following pattern below [kal09]:
r8 + asr( +

+ a3rx + O27
* 4 + oir3 + oor2

+ oxr| + oor2

rf + agri + ayr^ + a3rf +
r3 + 057
3
*

+ a4? 3 + 63
3
*

+ 027
3
*

+ 017
1
*

+ Oorf

+

+

/**
■

+

+

+

7*n + a5rl + a4r8 + o3r3 + a2r4 + oxr3 + a0r2.
When adding the n-summations above, each column will generate the following

desired sums represented by summing all like roots. This desired sum is written below

as:
S8 + O5S7 + O4S6 + a3S5-|- O2S4 + OiS3 + OoS2-

(1)

Now, if Sk is replaced by xk, then the polynomial would look like a;8 + 052?7 +
O4ir6+a3a;5+a23:4+aia;3+aox2 = 0 and since each term has a common factor of a;2, then we

can factor out x2 getting x2P(a:) if we let P(x) = x6+o5a;5+a4a;4+a3a:3+a2a:2+oia;1+oo =
0 implying a;2P(a:) = a:2(a:6+a5a:5+a4a:4+a3a:3+o2a:2+aia:1 + ao) = 0 Thus, the left hand
side is x,2F(z) and this verifies r2P(rj) = 0 for each rj s.t. j = 1,..., n understanding that
r2P(rj) = rj+a5rj+a4rj+a3rj+a2r 2 + airj+a() = 0. This says that each row of (♦
*)

is

zero. Finally, this allows us to conclude that 88 + 0587+0486+0385+0264+0183+0082 = 0

[kal09].
n

Now, showing that y^on„jSfe-7- = 0 for any case when k> n where k and n
>0
are arbitrary positive integers, gives the following summation:
n

On—j—j ~ ctnSk + (1^—ISk—1 + Oft—26/;—2 + •■ • + U/QSk—n- This can be proven
J=0
also equal to zero by expanding the Skfs as a symmetric function of r's giving:
anSfc + an-lSfc-l + an-2Sfc-2 + .-. + aoSfc-n = Mrl+r2+dl + "
+
*
+ rk-l + ... + rk-l) + an_2(r*
-2

r£)+an-l(7
J
*

:"1 +

+ rfc-2 + rk-2 + . _ + rfc_2) + ... + ao(rfc-n + rk-n +

r£-n + ... + rfc-ny

Again distributing the coefficients (the a-terms) and breaking up the summation

by the same roots, we can further expand this summation for k > n where n and k are
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arbitrary, to look like [kal09]:
anr^ 4+ an_2^i~2 + - ■• + ao^i-71
anr^ 4- an_ir^_1 4- a^r
*
-2 4-... + aork~n

^nr2 T an—1^3

d” ®n—2^3

+

+ ... 4~ G0^3
+

(*)

+

+

+

anrk 4- a^yr^1 4- an_2rk~2 4- ... + aork~n.

Again, adding the sums of the similar roots of the summation above obtains
[Kal09]:
anSk + an_iSfc_i 4- an_2Sk_2 + ••• + ao^fc-n- If we replace the sk>s above by xk's

then we get the following equation:
anxk 4- an-yx^1 •+ an_2xk~2 4-... 4- aoxk~n.

(Case #1)
If fc = n then the summation simplifies to:

anxk + a-n-yx^14-an-2^-24-...4-ao = 0 and thus is non-factorable when k = n.
(Case #2)

If k > n the summation simplifies to:
ctnxk 4- ctn-yx^1 4- an-2%k~2 4-... 4- aoxk~'ri = 0 here, each term has a common

factor of xk~n. Therefore, in this case, we can factor out xk~n getting xk~nP(x) if we let
P(x) = anxn 4- an-i^n_1 4- an_2xn~2 4- ■■■ 4- Go = 0 implying xk~nP(x) = xk~n(anxn 4an~yxn~1 4- an-2xn~2 4-... 4- no) = 0. This is similar to the summation above when where

we had n = 6 and k = 8. Now that rk~nP(rj) = 0 for each rj such that, j = 1,n, I can
finally say anrk + an-ir^-14- an-2rk~2 4-... 4- aork~n = 0. Again, this says that each row

of (*) is zero and allows use to implys that ansk 4- an-ysk_y 4-fln-2^-2 4-... 4-ao$k-n — 0.

This method was Newton’s universal method, to be able to relate the sums of
the powers to the roots of any given polynomial P(x). Eventually this bacame known as

one of Newton’s two identies which is remembered as his first Identity, that being, given
fc
that k > n, we could show that
= 0 [kal09].
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4.2

Newton’s Second Identity
The other case Newton produced became known as his second identy. Which

says that given a polynomial p(x) = anxn +

+ an_2Xn~2 4- ... 4- aia;1 4- ao,

k

then '^2an-jSk-j = (n — k)an_k for k < n. This is where Sk represents the sums of

the roots to the kth power and n represents by the degree of the polynomial. Within
the summation, we obviously know that dj is the coefficient of the Xj term, but more

over, sn is the sum of the nth powers of the roots, however many roots there might
be. Using Newton’s identity, we will show an example of a degree three polynomial
k

p(x) — x3 — 2a?2 — 5# + 6, verifying that indeed ^2an-jSk-j = (n — k)an_k works for
j=o
k < n. If we take a look at the polynomial in question, we can see that the coefficients
are <7.3 = 1,02 — —2, ai — — 5, «o = 6 and then with some work, realize the roots of the
polynomial are ri = l, r9 — —2,7
*3

= 3. Knowing that the degree of p(x) is three, verifies

that n = 3 for the boundaries of Newton’s identity and thus allows us to show in detail, one
of the two expansions for k, when A: is a positive integer less than n. This is the case here,
2

when k = 2, the summation would be:

a3_jS2~j = a3S2+a2Si4-aiso = ai- Subtracting

3=0
ai from both sides of the expression gives a3S2 + a2si + aiSo — ai = 0. Since we know that
the s^fs represent the sums of the roots to the kth power of the polynomial p(x), we can

expand this summation into something more comprehensible for our purpose in verifying

Newton’s identity. Writing S2, Si, so as the sums of the roots to the power they represent,
we get the following expansion: a.3 (r2 4- r2 +r2) 4- 0.2 (rJ 4-

4- rj) 4- «i (rf 4- r$ 4-r§) — «i = 0.

Now all that is left is to substitute in all the known roots and given coefficients to this
expression to verify Newton’s identity checks [Kal09]. This is shown below in a few steps:
a3(r2 4- r2 4- rj) + a2(r} +

4- r^) 4- afyr? +

- ai

= 1(12 4- (-2)2 4- 32) - 2(1 4- (-2) 4- 3) - 5(1 4-1 + 1) + 5

= 1(14)-2(2)-5(3)+ 5
= 14-4-15 + 5
= 0.

Thus, Newton’s identity holds for this polynomial.

Now, working with the same polynomial, p(x)t where n still equals 3, for the
boundaries of Newton’s identity, we can show the following expansion for the other case,
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the case when fc = 1. The summation, this time would be:
1

= CI3S1 4- a2so = 2o2. Subtracting 2a2 from both sides of the exj=o
pression gives CZ3S1 4- a2so — 2a2 = 0. Since we know that the Sfcfs represent the sums of
the roots to the kth power, this allows us to represent the polynomial p(x) as something

more explicable for our purpose in verifying Newton’s identity. This time we will also
be working with si,so also as the sums of the roots they represent. Manipulating the

summation above to equal zero gives: <33(rJ 4- r2 + ^3) + o2(r? + r!> 4-

— 2a2 = 0. All

that is left is to substitute all the known roots and given coefficients to verify Newton’s
identity checks and this is shown below:

+ rl + r£) + a2(r? + rS! + rg) - 2a2

= 1(1 + (-2) + 3) - 2(1 + 1 + 1) - 2(2)
= 1(2) — 2(3) — 2(—2)
=0

Again, Newton’s identity holds for this polynomial [KalO9J. We have just shown
that the polynomial p(x) = x3 — 2x2 — 5a? 4- 6 verifies a particular case using Newton’s
k
summation ^^an-jSk~j = (n — k)an_k where k < n. This is the case where n — 3,
j=o
which is a degree three polynomial and k — 1 or 2, the only positive integers less than n.

We will now show another case that requires much more computation and might
point us to the proof of the general case, Let us look at the case when n = 6 and k
decreases from 5 to 1.

k

When k — o then

=

S5 + O5S4 4- &4S3 4" °3S2 4- o2si + aiso = ai •

j-o
When k = 4 then we get:

S4 4" 05^3 4~ a4®2 4" 03S1 + a2so = 2a2.

When k = 3 then we get:

S3 + OgS2 4" 0431 4- 03^0 = 3a3.

When k = 2 then we get:

s2 4- O5S1 + O4S0 = 4a4.

When k — 1 then we get:

Si4-O5s0

= 505.
In the cases for n = 6 and k = 5,4,3, ...1, a noticeable pattern is created. If we

take the case for k = 5 and replace all the s^s with xk's this will produce the polynomial
p(x) ~ x5 + 05a:4 4- 04a:3 4- CI3X2 4- a2a?14- aia;0 — oi = 0. Dividing p(x) by one of its known

roots, say rj, produces exactly the coefficients of this polynomial as shown below:
= x5 4- (rj 4- a5)x4 + (r? + a5rj 4- a4)ir3 4- (r3 4- a5r? 4- a4rj 4- o3)a:2 + (r4 4a5r? 4- W2 4- a3rj 4- o2)z 4- (r3 4- a5rj 4- 04^ 4- a3r? 4- a2ry 4- ai).
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Looking at the polynomial above, and using our knowledge of calculus, we should
6

= p'(x). What this is saying in words is that, if you take the sum

remember that
j-i

of the polynomial divided by any of it roots, one at a time as you sum over all the roots,
this will give you the derivative of the polynomial [Kal09]. This is explicitly the case

above, and if we let j — 1,2,3, ...5, the roots of p'(x), then expanding pf(x) out, gives the
summation over all the roots to look like the following:
P'W =

+ ^+

+ -^ = 6x5 + ((4 + r2 + r3 + •■•’e) + “5(4 + 4 +

r3 + —r6)):c4 + ((ri+r2 + r3 -H..r|) + a5(r[ + r£ + r3-H..r6)-t-a4(r? + r§ + r§ + ...76))a?34((^1 + T3 + r3 +

+ as(rl + r2 + r3 + -di) + a4(rl + ^2 +r3 + ",r6) + a3(rl + T® + r3 +

...rg)a:2 + ((rf+r^+r^-|-...r^) + a5(^ + r| + r| + ...r3)-|-a4(r? + r§+rg + ..rg) + a3(rj + r^ +
r3 + • • -r6) + a2 (r? +
) x + ((rf + rf+rf +.. .r|) + a$ (rf + rf + rf +.. .r|) 4- a4 (rJ +
d: +
-"di) + a3(^i 4-4-...r|) + a2H 4-4-rJ-K■ .rJ) + ai(r£ 4-4-4-...rg)).

If we reintroduce the s^s again as the sum of the roots, we can simplify what
above to look like the following [kal09]:
= 6x5 + (»1 + “5So)®4 + (82 + a5si + O4S0)x3 + (s3 +

a5S24-a4Si4-a3So)z24-(s4+a5S34-a4S24-a3Si+a2So)z4-(s5+a5S44-a4S34-a3S24-a2si4-aiso)Observing Newton’s identity here, we should now realize that the right-hand

side is repeated by synthetic division on all roots rj such that j — 1,2,3,...5. When
the computation is complete, the end result is pr(x), the derivative of the polynomial
p(x). The left-hand side of

4-

4-

4-

is the factored form of the

polynomial p(x) written as (x — rfflx — r2)(x — rs)...(x — re). Since we know p'(x) —

6a:5 4- 5asx4 4- 4o4a:3 4> 3a3o:2 4- 2a2rc 4- (Ji we can set the coefficients of the terms accurately
k
equal to Newton’s identity ^^an-jsk-j — (n — k)an_k for k < n when n = 6 and
>0
k = 5,4,3, ...1, for which these kth values are shown above, once again verifying Newton’s
identities [Kal09].

If we review the two unique cases above, these patterns might potentially help
k

aTO-jSfc_j = (n — k)an_k when k < n, n is

construct a proof of Newton’s identity:
j=o

finite and k = n,n — 1, n — 2, ...3,2,1. Knowing these values for k and n, we are able to
expand the summation to get:
k
Un—jSk—j — 0>nSk

3=0

4"

l^fc—1 4“ ®n—2^k—2 4"

4” Gn——

(p

k)an—k.
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Replacing all the s^s with xk's produces the following polynomial:

p(x) — anxk~° + an_iirfc_1 + an_2xk~2 +

+ an-kX°.

Dividing this finite polynomial by one of its known roots, say rj, produces the

coefficients of the polynomial shown below where we know the leading coefficient is monic,

by letting an = 1:
= anxk~l + (rj + an_i)irfc-2 + (r? + an_irj- + an_2)xk~3 + (rj + an^ +
+ 0£_0 + an-ify^1 + an-2rk~2 + ...ai).

an-2rj + an-3)^-4 +

Now, letting j = 1,2,3, ...n, all the roots of the finite polynomial p(x) and then

expanding p(x) out, allows the summation over all the roots to become:
p(x)

x—ri

.

p(g)
x—r2

.

p(z)

.

x—F3

'

p(x)
"'x—rn

= nxk 1 + ((r} + r\ + rl + ...r4) + an_i(r? +

2 + (0"i + ?2 + r3 + -r2) + On-i(rl +

r3 +

+ rJ + ...r') + ara_2(r? +

+

+ rg +

...r3))^ 3 + ((r? + r^ + r| + ...r3) + an_i(^ + r§ + ^ + ...r2) + an_2(4 + ^ + rJ + ...r4) +

an_3(r? +

+ rg + ...r3))xk~4 +... + ((r
* ’° + rk'° + r£~° + ...rk~Q) + an_x (r^1 + r^1 +

r^1 + -r
*

1) + an-2(<2 + <2 + rk'2 + -rk~2) + ...ai).

If we reintroduce the s's as the sum of the roots, we can simplify what is above
to look like:
= ’“i“1 + («1 +

+ (»2 + Bn-l'l +

an_2S(j)xk~3 + (s3 + an-lS2 + an-2«l + an-3So)^ft_4 + ... + (Sfc-0 + On-lSfc-1 + an-2Sk-2 +
...aiso).
Observing the right-hand side of the finite sum above and the examples above,

we can say the sum is also a repeated synthetic division on the finite sum over all the
roots Tj such that j = 1, 2,3, ...n. When the computation is. complete, the end result is

again p'(x) the derivative of the original polynomial p(x). The left-hand side of
+
"k x^T3 “k
is
fac^ored form of the polynomial p(x) written as (x — ri)(x —
r2)(a;-r3)...(a:-rn).

Since we know p'(x) = nxk~l + (n — l)an_ia?fc-:i + (n — 2)an_2^fc”2 + (n —
3)an_3Xk~3 + ... + ax we can set the coefficients of the terms accurately, equal to Newton’s
k
identity
an-jSk-j = tn-tyon-k for k < n when n — n and k = k, ...1, for which these
>0
kth values are shown above, once again verifying Newton’s second identity [Kal09].
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Chapter 5

Issac Newton’s Solutions
What became known as the infinite polynomial above in (E2) was one of the

most famous, yet devisive polynomials of the 17th century. We have shown above the
methods used by both Leonhard Euler and Sir Isaac Newton in their accomplishments
to a solution to this polynomial. Euler’s success to this polynomial brought him fame as
a mathematician, but Newton’s method was less demanding when it came to evalution.
fc

Using Newton’s second identity: ^^On-jSk-j — (n — k)an-k when k < n, we will
j=o
show the steps that can be used to solve this infinite polynomial (E2) above. Plugging
k = 1,2,3,4 into our summation will help us see how less involved Newton’s method

was. Applying the second identity for k gives us the following four results below.
k

= o-n.so = nan this implies so =

When k = 0 then

which

j=o

implies so = n1

When k = 1 then

an~jSk_j = ans^ + an_iso = (n —

now, we need

>o
to simplify this and solve for si. So, ansi = (n — l)an-i ~ an-iso using the distriutive

property and substituting in for so, we get, ansi = nan_i — an_i — an~in which implies
. What this means is that: Si — ri + 7*2 +

Si =

+ ... + rn =

. By knowing

the sums of the roots, we can calculate the reciprocals of the sums of the roots to be:

+

+

+

This is because given any polynomial whenever it’s coefficients

are reversed then it’s roots are replaced by reciprocals of roots of that polynomial [kal09].

For example is we look at the polynomial p(x) — x2 + x — 6, it factors to (a; — 2)(a; + 3).
That means the roots of this polynomail p(x) is n = 2 and r% = —3. If we reverse the
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coefficients of the polynomail p(x), then revp(x) = —6a:2 4- x 4- 1. Now, revp(x) factors

to (—2x + 1) (3a: + 1) so, the roots of revp(x) are ri = | and r2 = —| which shows that

by reversing the coefficients of a polynomial we get the roots replace by the reciprocals
of the roots. This allows us to create what we are calling, the reciprocal of the sums of
the roots equation above.

2
When k = 2 then y an-jSk~j = ans24-an-iSi4-dn-25o = (n-2)an_2. Now, we
j=o
need to simplify this and solve for s2. so, ans2 = (n — 2)an_2 — an-isi — an-2So using the
distributive property and substituting in for so and si, we get, ans2 = ntzn_2 — 2an_2 —
Un-lCa™-1) ~ an-2n. Simplifying further, we get, ans2 =
---- 2an_2 which implies
s2 =
— 2<^~x. What this means is that: s2 = r2 + r2 + r2 + ...4-r2 =
•

By knowing the sums of the roots squared, we can calculate the reciprocals of the sums
of the roots square to be: 4
+4
+4
+ ... + 4r
= “o
rl
'2
r3
'n
3
When k —— 3 then
—j$k—j = and~—1®2"I-—2^1 d-^/!—3®o — (p
—3.
>0
Now, we need to simplify this and solve for s3. So, ans3 = (n — 3)an_3 — an_is2 —

an_2si — On-3SQ using the distributive property and substituting in for So, si, and s2 we
get, anS3 = nan-3-3an_3-an_i(^1-^^)-(=^~-)“an_3n. Simplifying further, we
get, ans3 ~ nan-3 - 3an-3 -

d- ~n^2>1~1 • What this means is that: s3 — ri+r|+r3+...+r3 =

gives: s3 = — 3q*J 3 ~
n

3

— 3aOn
"~3. —

Continuing to simplify,

d-

d-

4- 3ow“a2n°n-i. By knowing the sums of the roots cubed, we can3 calculate the

tln

reciprocals of the sums of the roots cubed to be: 4dA
d-Ad-...
4- 4
= — °o
rl
”2
”3
rn

+

“0

4

Last, when k — 4 then y
—j — a,7iS4d-/in—iS3d~a^—2&2~i~&n—3aid~Qn—4so =
3=0
(n — 4)an_4. Now, we need to simplify this and solve for S4, So, anS4 = (n — 4)an_4 —

an_is3 — ttn-2^2 — QnSSi — On-4So- Using the distributive property and substituting in
for s0, si, s2 and s3,we get: a„s4 = nan_4 - 4an_4 4- 3n"-y~1) an-2(-^ri------ “ an_3(— ^i) — On_4n. Again using the distributive property and
simplifying further, we get, ans4 — nan„4 — 4an_4 4- “F1 4- 3o"-3Qn-1 - 3an~2Cn-i „
ttn

°n
2

a

an

ofl2

n~\n"2 d—
un d* -n—
Gfi — — nan_4. Dividing both sides by an and adding like terms
gives: s4 = — 4t4i~4. 4_j_ 2q*~ 2 —
4an^an_i.
meanS: that: s4 —
“n

“n
T4 _L r4

1

r4

1

1

-4 _ _ 4On-4

r1+r2 + r3 + ... + rn-

an
,

an
ttn-l

1

^n-a _

an

l

+.

4on-3an-l

*
S

■
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By knowing the sums of the roots to the fourth power, we can calculate the

reciprocals of the sums of the roots to the fourth power to be: -T-4-Ar4-A + ..-4-Ar =
Finally, for this final summation, we will show the actual solution for the sums
of the reciprocals of the roots to the 4th power. First, it is necessary to remember a few
things stated earlier. The equation (El) y = 1 meant that the smallest positive root for

sinx = 1 was^; So, we let J equal to A because sin^ = 1. Also, all other proceeding

roots that allowed sin a? = 1, would be ±7r multiples of the sine function, that being

7T - A, 27t 4- A, 377 — A,... — 77 — A, -277 4- A, —3tv - A,.... Knowing this, we are able to

replace the reciprocals of the roots to the 4th power on the left-hand side of the summation
above by all possible roots that allow sin a; = 1 starting with A which equals 77. On the

right-hand side of this equation, we need to substitute what the following coefficients are
equal to, by matching them with the coefficients in equation (E2). Doing all this gives

us:
.
1
i
1
i
1
+ (7T-|)4
(27T+f)4
tt
.
4(0)
(-J)4 . 2(0/
1
(_4,+ S)4 - - 1
+ ~p- +
1

i

1

i

i

i

i

i

(3 -|)4 ■t (47F+f7‘t'--’r(-n-^)4“r (-27T+f)4
4(0)(l)*2

_i_

1
i
(-37T-f)4

.

Now taking the 4f/l root of the denominator and simplifying the double fractions
as well as the right hand side of the equation above gives:
16

I

16

I
16
+ 6257T4

I

16

1

I

16

I

16

I

,

16

16

.

16

_

1

_

4

625jt4 6561tt4
81^
2104tt4 + 2104tt4 “ y3" Gy7’
Combining the like terms on the left hand side of the equation and plugging one
tF

into y on the right hand side gives:
32 4Z3 4

32

>

32

I

4_

32

1

32

.

32

.

_ 1

625tF “*■ 65617T4 1"
SIF' _r 2104tf4
14641tf4 'r
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We know need to factor out the like terms on the left hand side equation getting:
+ 625 + 6561 + ■■• + 81 + 2104 + 14641 + .-) — 1
*
3
4

Next, multiplying both sides by

and putting the terms of the summation into

descending order we get:
1 4- 1 4_ 1 _L
1
1
I
1
I
1
81
625 "T 2104 "r 6561 "r 14641 ***

_ 7T4
f 1X
~ 32 ’

If we take this one more step, we can say the reciprocals of the fourth root
converge to the following:

1 + ^’ + ^ + ^ + F + iiT + "- = f6-
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
Leonhard Euler, one of the greatest mathematicians of his time, in the 18th

century, found a unique way to solve infinite polynomials. Solving infinite polynomials,
unknown converging and diverging series as well as other unsolved mathematical uncer

tainties, was the focus of some brilliant mathematical minds during this period in history.
Euler’s method for solving the infinite polynomial was often criticized by other mathe
maticians of his time, but it was to be the turning point in terms of recognizing him as

a distinguished mathematician. His claim: "what holds for a finite polynomial holds for
an infinite polynomial" [SanOl] is what allowed him to succeed and proved him to be one
of the greatest mathematicians in history [SanOl], [AFDnd].

Euler’s well known predecessor and distinguished mathematician of the 17th

century, Sir Isaac Newton, spent much time on the same topic, taking an identical path
as Euler, but without success. Although Euler was able to prove his method worked for

finding the coefficients of polynomials as well as the infinite polynomial given the known
roots, it was extremely cumbersome and laborious. In fact, finding the coefficient of
a3, using Euler’s method, has filled more than four pages in this thesis. Each time the

coefficient increased, the difficulty amplified exponentially becoming more complex than

previously.

Isaac Newton found another way to work with the infinite polynomials that was
actually simpler to solve. He established a "general scheme for expressing sums of powers

of roots for a polynomial in terms of its coefficients" [Kli83]. This was a universal method

that related the sums of the powers of roots of any polynomial in terms of the coefficients.
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Finding the 03 coefficient using Newton’s method took less than half a page. Newton’s
method would be the best way to solve for the coefficients of <13 and beyond for an infinite

polynomial. The sheer work involved in Euler’s method would be overwhelming.
Using the method of reverse polynomials, enabled this thesis to be finalized.
Using this, we were able to combine both Euler’s and Newton’s techniques. Newton’s
method for expressing sums of powers of roots of the polynomial was able to be manip
ulated, using reverse polynomials into the sums of the reciprocals of the roots, we were

able to compare his results to those of Euler’s. This occurred because Euler’s method
dealt specifically with the sums of the reciprocals of the roots [Kal09].

Using Newton’s method and the technique of reverse polynomials to find the

coefficients ai, 02,03 took two pages of work; whereas, using Euler’s method took eleven
pages of work. By using Newton’s method and the technique of reverse polynomials to

find the coefficients or, a2,03, it took eleven pages using Euler’s method. The final step in
this thesis was the calculation of 04 using Newton’s method due to the immense amount

of work that was completed at the beginning of the thesis to find 03 using Euler’s method.

Two extremely important mathematicians, born almost a century apart, have
left their mark on history to this day, and will continue to do so for centuries to come.

Mathematics would not be what it is without their profound insight and contribution.

As Euler stated, "To those who ask what the infinitely small quantity in mathematics is,

we answer that it is actually zero. Hence there are not so many mysteries hidden in this
concept as they are usually believed to be [Eull2].
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